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Letter to the Executive Committee 

Dear Committee Members, 

With your continued support and dedication to the HGNI and the Harambee community at 

large, our initiative has been able to make great strides in its mission to grow sustainable 

community leadership, revitalize neighborhood image, as well as form strong bonds with an 

ever growing population of empowered residents, local institutions, fellow neighborhood 

organizations, and public officials alike.  Since our re-launch in July of 2013, the HGNI has 

made a tremendous effort to build collaborations across all boundaries and sectors, develop 

strong institutional partnerships, while again becoming a leader in cultivating community 

empowerment.   

With that said, our work has only just begun.  With new projects and collaborative programs 

already underway, 2014 is shaping up to be an exciting year for the organization, our 

partners, and the Harambee community.  Throughout this brief report, you will get a 

summary of some of our most exciting and positive accomplishments developed over the 

past six months, as well as a look at what’s in store for 2014.  I thank all of you for taking an 

active role in facilitating meaningful change in the lives of Harambee residents, and look 

forward to our continued partnership and collaboration in the coming year. 

Remember: Harambee means “Pulling Together”! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Leif E. Otteson 

Community Organizer 

The Harambee Great Neighborhood Initiative 
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2013 Project Highlights 

Following a strategy previously laid out by the Harambee Neighborhood Action Plan in 

2007, the HGNI re-launched on July 8th with the hire of a new Community Organizer.  

With the oversight of HGNI Coordinator J Allen Stokes, the HGNI was able to start a 

conversation relating to the issues and assets in the Harambee community.  By starting 

an honest and committed dialogue with area residents and stakeholders, the HGNI was 

successful in facilitating the following projects, collaborations, and events in 2013: 

 

Clinton & Bernice Rose Park Revitalization 

Noted as the largest county park in the HGNI service area (aprox. 10 acres), the Clinton 

and Bernice Rose park has seen a number of names and uses over the past century.  After 

researching the history of the park, speaking with area residents, and meeting with 

county officials at all levels, the HGNI staff developed a plan of rallying residents and 

community stakeholders around this landmark location such as the park would not only 

concentrate revitalization efforts at the park in the way of updating facilities, but also 

help bring attention to the need for revitalization to the surrounding residential 

neighborhood and adjacent Martin Luther King Drive commercial corridor.   

By facilitating two well publicized community input sessions, the HGNI attracted over 

130 residents of Harambee to voice their own comments, concerns, and visions for the 

park in an interactive public forum.  As a result of these sessions, interest from the 

community has sparked conversation about a number of other projects in the vicinity, 

including the creation of a “Friends of Clinton & Bernice Rose Park” Group, 

intergenerational events, as well as ideas for future park programming. 

Next Steps in 2014… 

Currently the HGNI is working with UWM’s Community Design Solutions, the Milwaukee 

County Parks Department to develop a project narrative and design scheme that will 

fulfill the needs and desires of Harambee residents as defined by the community input 

process, meet County expectations for development and expenditures, and preserve and 

highlight the cultural and historical significance that the park holds for generations to 
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come.  As a result of the overwhelming interest in the park itself, the HGNI will also be 

working to spur rehab of existing housing stock adjacent to, and in the vicinity of the 

park, to reap the benefits of concentrated revitalization efforts.  In addition, the HGNI is 

currently looking into grant funding opportunities to assist in our efforts at the park.  

These grant opportunities could fund a number of projects, but we are primarily looking 

to source funding for one or two key “first step” projects relating to signage, score board, 

dug outs, etc… 

 

Open Homes Program 

Through a partnership with ACTS Housing in conjunction with Housing Resources 

Incorporated and Washington Park Partners, the HGNI applied for and was awarded a 

grant to help promote home ownership in the Harambee community.  Funded by a the 

Milwaukee Metropolitan Fair Housing Council and developed as a grant program to help 

individuals purchase vacant and foreclosed homes in the Harambee and Washington Park 

neighborhoods, the “Open Homes” program awarded the HGNI $5,000 in funds that will 

go directly to promoting this program, as well as promote other housing and community 

resources that may benefit Harambee area residents.   

Approved in late October of 2013, HGNI has developed an outreach schedule that will not 

only promote the Open Homes program, but through hosting four “housing resource 

fairs” over the course of 2014, will also bring providers of additional community and 

housing resources together under one roof .  Creating a venue where residents can speak 

directly with housing resource specialists will give residents a chance to learn about 

multiple resources that may assist them in home purchase, home rehab, housing 

counseling, weatherization, and other such services. 

Next Steps in 2014… 

With four resource events scheduled for late February, April, June, and August of 2014, 

residents will have the opportunity to meet with agencies, understand their options, walk 

through applications step by step, and speak with professionals on how to best prepare 

for owning a home.  While always thinking about maximizing opportunities through 

collaborative efforts, a partnership with Marquette University’s Department of Public 
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Policy has been established that will utilize University grant funds to assist with 

community engagement efforts surrounding the Open Homes Program, while also 

contributing to new research on how best to engage residents in community 

development strategies. 

Senior Housing Development - Zeidler House  

Building upon a revived interest at the Clinton & Bernice Rose park, recent research on 

the value of “aging in place” for seniors, and the need for Harambee based quality senior 

housing, the HGNI started discussions and background research into the development of 

a senior housing facility adjacent to the Clinton & Bernice Rose park on Martin Luther 

King Drive.  As a result of various meetings and discussions with area residents, officials 

at Clinton Rose Senior Center, and Milwaukee County Department on Aging, preliminary 

plans were developed by the HGNI and a team of MSOE students to help start a 

conversation about bringing a multiuse senior facility to Harambee.   

Named after former Milwaukee Mayor and Harambee area resident Frank Zeidler, the 

“Zeilder House” has the potential to bring not only housing for seniors, but a chance for 

both Harambee youth and the elderly to interact in a positive and enriching environment, 

providing mentorship and training to youth, while giving a chance to area seniors to stay 

connected, and give back to the community they call home. 

Next Steps in 2014… 

Though a preliminary project scope and design has been developed through the MSOE 

student project, all opportunities for design and collaboration will be researched.  With 

one of Mayor Tom Barrett’s major priorities in 2014 being city library redevelopment, 

the possibility of relocating the MLK Library into the ground floor of the proposed 

“Zeidler House” development may be something to consider if and when the opportunity 

arises.  
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Safe Growth Initiative – Keefe Avenue Corridor  

In collaboration with Riverworks Development Corporation, District 5 Police, Safe & 

Sound, and LISC, the HGNI has been a part of the “Safe Growth initiative” safety audit, 

targeted at Keefe Ave. between 1st and Port Washington Rd.  The safety audit organized 

residents and stakeholders committed to reducing crime and nuisance property along 

the Keefe Ave. corridor.  After completing the safety audit survey with area residents in 

August of 2013, it was found that one of the major nuisance properties was in fact a bar 

located on 2nd and Keefe.  Supporting Riverworks, District 5 and others, HGNI was able to 

contribute to the closing of this nuisance property on Keefe Ave in December of 2013. 

Next Steps in 2014… 

In addition to nuisance abatement, the Safe Growth initiative will involve a strategy of 

CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design).  As a result, HGNI and the 

rest of the Safe Growth team will be working with residents, business owners, Dist. 5 

Police, and the City of Milwaukee to develop an implementation strategy for revitalization 

on Keefe Ave. over the course of 2014 and beyond.  Currently the team is working on 

organizing past participants and other interested parties in a follow-up meeting to be 

planned for the first part of 2014 to discuss priority projects on Keefe Ave. 

The major goal of this initiative will be to reduce crime and nuisance property by 

increasing visibility during the day and night, neighborhood image and perceived safety, 

while empowering residents to maintain property and report problems in an effective 

and timely manner.  This will be the first location in the city where “safe growth” has 

taken place, which means replication of a successful revitalization will be possible.  HGNI 

is excited play a key role in this initiative throughout its application 
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Neighborhood Housing Survey 

In partnership with funds secured by Riverworks Development Corporation from the 

Milwaukee Metropolitan Fair Housing Council, the HGNI helped secure funds to 

implement one of the most comprehensive neighborhood housing surveys in the 

Harambee community to date.  Developed to help residents, organizations and the City 

alike to help understand the extent of the foreclosure crisis on housing in the Harambee 

community, the neighborhood housing survey started in November of 2013.  This survey 

focuses on the physical exterior conditions of houses in Harambee.  By locating those 

properties that have the most extreme issues (especially vacant and foreclosed homes), 

the HGNI, the City of Milwaukee and others will be able to focus resources more directly 

and effectively to high priority properties and track the changes over the course of time.   

Next Steps in 2014… 

With the first round of Surveys being just being completed, the HGNI and Riverworks will 

take data gathered from the surveys and strategically target revitalization efforts to 

owner occupiers wishing to find resources to rehab their homes and absentee landlords 

that may need a reminder that their homes are adding to an image of blight in the 

neighborhood.  A second round of surveying will take place later in 2014, and will involve 

the help of resident volunteers looking to make a change in their community.  
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Current and Future Collaborations: 

UWM School of Fresh Water Sciences 

After meeting in the fall of 2013 with Jerry Kaster of UWM’s School of Freshwater 

Sciences, and hearing that he had taught only 2 African American students in the past 

30+ years in the program, the HGNI realized the extent to which minority representation 

was lacking in the field of Freshwater Sciences, a field of study and employment that is 

expected to grow substantially in the Great Lakes region, and more specifically in the 

Milwaukee area.  According to Milwaukee’s BizTimes.com, Milwaukee is setting itself up 

to become the “Silicon Valley of freshwater research and technology”. 

By partnering with Jerry and UWM, the HGNI is looking to develop a summer 

work/internship program for Harambee area youth, allowing them the opportunity to 

learn about the emerging field of Freshwater Science while giving them hands on 

experience in the field, working alongside working professionals and Graduate students.  

Through this interaction and learning experience, the HGNI hopes to show Harambee 

youth new possibilities of employment and education here in the Milwaukee area. 

Marquette University – Public Policy Research 

After building a relationship with Marquette’s Department of Public Policy, the HGNI has 

presented to MU classes, lead community bus tours, and interacted with university 

faculty to help build a connection between Harambee and Marquette.  After introducing 

Dr. Amber Wichowsky to the HGNI’s work in community engagement, a research 

partnership has been formed with herself and a group of researchers called the 

Democracy Lab.  They will use recently allocated grant dollars to help the HGNI with 

outreach pertaining to the Open Homes program and the Neighborhood Housing Survey.   

This outreach will focus on testing best practices in initial contact with residents, 

deciphering what the most effective ways of engagement are when contacting residents 

about community issues such as housing and community development.  The benefits of 

this collaboration are twofold: the HGNI gains a partner in outreach efforts to the 
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community, and research findings will help us focus the most effective outreach 

strategies in the future. 

University of Wisconsin Extension – Community Engagement 

Strategy 

In collaboration with Dr. Angie Allen, Strategic Planner for UW-Extension and Milwaukee 

County Parks, the HGNI is working on a partnership that would connect the 

neighborhoods of Lindsey Heights, Amani, and Harambee in a multi-neighborhood effort 

to implement resident outreach.  In addition to connecting these three neighborhoods 

through a common dialogue, Dr. Allen is working to secure up to $8,000 in funds that will 

directly contribute to outreach and engagement efforts for the revitalization of Clinton 

and Bernice Rose Park.  Dr. Allen is currently working on the Milwaukee County Park’s 

strategic plan, and would like to assist the HGNI and our coalition in revitalizing 

Harambee through our initiative at the park. 

Community Leadership Training 

Taking from the need for developing a sustainable base of resident empowerment, the 

HGNI has developed in partnership with Dr. Andrew Calhoun of Grace Fellowship Church 

in Harambee, LISC, and Julia Doyle of MLK EDC a Community Leadership program that 

will recruit 15-20 Harambee area residents interested in their community to take part in 

a multi meting leadership training.  In this training, resident leaders will learn how to 

navigate local city departments, reporting processes, nuisance issues, resident leadership 

strategies, and other ways in which residents can take on community development issues 

and projects themselves.   

During and after the training is completed, the HGNI will have a variety of projects that 

residents will be able to work on in their own community such as the Neighborhood 

Housing Survey, Pocket Park revitalization, crime and safety issues, and others.  Having 

projects for recently trained residents to take ownership of will allow them to practice 

what they have learned in their own community, while giving them the tools and 

confidence to lead others.  This is a perfect example of how sustainable community 

development can be implemented and spread, and the HGNI looks forward to assisting 

these current and future leaders in realizing their community vision. 
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HGNI Long Term Stability 

In the year ahead, the HGNI will be working towards locating and sourcing long term 

funding support to continue the initiative for years to come.  We look forward to 

continued partnership with LISC Milwaukee, as well as new collaborations to assist us in 

our mission to support resident involvement in community development and 

neighborhood leadership.  Our work together at the Harambee Great Neighborhood 

Initiative  to help facilitate the creation of a sustainable Harambee community relies on 

our ability to remain sustainable ourselves through our partnerships, collaborations, 

grant work, and other creative means of self sufficiency.   

The value that the HGNI and its coalition of like minded members brings on a daily basis 

to the community is ever growing.  With each project realized and each resident engaged, 

the initiative brings Harambee that much closer to becoming the community residents 

and fellow stakeholders have envisioned.  The HGNI is here to serve.  
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